
April 2022 Astrological Outlook 

GREETINGS: 

As you know, I lost my internet for several days and fortunately am back online and 
ready to write the astrological trends for April.  I sent an email last week which 
began with the New Moon in Aries on 4/1 and continued for several days into April 
– click here to view that email.  We are now in a new season and at the beginning 
of the astrological year.  April begins and ends with New Moons, the second of 
which (4/30) begins the eclipse season of 2022, with the New Moon in Taurus, 
helping us discover greater peace and become aware of what add values in our 
lives.  The 30-day lunation cycle beginning with a New Moon in fire joined by 
Mercury is followed by a New Moon in earth joined by Uranus.  This allows us to 
see your options with a fresh perspective as well as presenting a possible 
breakthrough.  Uranus brings us everything unique and unconventional to sturdy, 
steady Taurus.  Mars adds a creative flow and Venus adds a warm glow and by 
month’s end, things seem to improve. 

Here are the main themes of April: 

MARS MARCHES ON: 

Mars is the planet that fuels the Aries period and begins April in air sign 
Aquarius.  On 4/4 Mars joins Saturn which is like having one foot on the brake and 
the other on the accelerator.  To say this is uncomfortable and an accident waiting 
to happen is an understatement.  On 4/5 Mars squares the nodes, bringing 
frustration and a temptation to overreact.  Take a breath and find a way to soothe 
yourself.  Fortunately, Venus enters Pisces on this day, inspiring gentleness, 
romance and nostalgia to soften the day. 

JUPITER AND NEPTUNE ALIGN IN PISCES FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 166 YEARS: 

On 4/12 the defining aspect of 2022 occurs for the first time in 166 years:  Jupiter 
joins Neptune in Pisces, taking us on a journey through time and space, into the 
clouds, entering waking dreams, telling us to sleep and imagine.  This rare 
combination amplifies all the best qualities of Pisces:  imagination, kindness, 
compassion, forgiveness, magic, miracles, and uniting humanity in the 
commonality of experiences.  This is a time to be open, dream and see what flows 

https://conta.cc/36MNCzL


through you.  This energy will not be available again in our lifetime.  This is a time 
for peace and unity as miracles abound. 

FULL MOON IN LIBRA WITH PLUTO BRINGS TRANSFORMATION (4/16): 

The Full Moon in Libra opposes the Sun in Aries and with Pluto in the mix we are all 
encouraged to pay close attention to the ever-shifting need for balance in our lives, 
or the lack of it.  The emphasis of Pluto in this Full Moon can mean transformation, 
and the ability to sever ties with the energies and people that are no longer 
productive for us.  Pluto is at the final degree of Capricorn stimulates us to get 
organized and create a clear path for change and growth.  Inventive solutions to 
our current concerns may be realized as the planet Mercury joins revolutionary 
Uranus and offers us a stroke of genius.  On 4/18 Pluto makes a square to the Sun 
in Aries creating an intense struggle with limits that keep us from full expression. 

NEW MOON SOLAR ECLIPSE IN TAURUS BEGINS THE ECLIPSE CYCLE ON 4/30: 

As we move to the New Moon at month’s end, Mercury, the messenger of thought 
and speech, joins the North Node of the Moon on 4/23.  This in an opportunity to 
rethink our motives and objectives as we are enabled to know what we truly 
value.  On the following day 4/24 Mercury and Saturn square off, providing a reality 
check that allows us to make better choices going forward.  With Venus joining with 
Neptune on 4/27 we may feel a comforting pattern emerging.   

The following day (4/28) Mercury and Pluto make a strong, supportive triangle just 
as Pluto slows down and begins to move backward for the next few months (until 
10/8), lessening the push pull of life.  As Venus joins Jupiter in Pisces as the New 
Moon eclipse in Taurus occurs (4/30), the seeds we plant at this time have 
tremendous creative potential.  This amazing new moon may help us discover 
greater peace and what allows us to realize what adds value to our lives. 

April is a month that offers a wild ride.  With two powerful New Moons in 30 days, 
one in fire, the other in earth, it is like a steamroller that never stops.  This is the 
last month of 3 months where there are no retrogrades restricting our growth.  Find 
a way to transform your life using the amazing creative, magical energy of Pisces 
planets Jupiter, Neptune, and Venus. 

 



If I can give you support, guidance or an astrological tune up, let me know.  I am 
honored to be part of your healing journey. 

WISHING YOU LIGHT, COURAGE, PASSION, PEACE AND TRANSFORMATION, 

NAN 

 


